
Remember the feeling of chalk dust on your hands after writing on a chalkboard? Later came 

the less-messy whiteboards with dry-erase markers. However, it didn’t make classrooms or 

business meetings any more exciting.

How an Interactive Display System is the Ultimate 
Communications Device for Businesses and Schools

The future is here. Today, interactive display systems are helping 
teachers and meeting attendees keep everyone’s attention 
through Internet, video, Microsoft® Office applications and more. 
Interactive display systems motivate and add collaboration. 
Multiple people can write on the screens at the same time. 
Students and businesspeople can use laptops, tablets and 
smartphones to view the same content as on the board.

Sharp has a line of AQUOS BOARD® interactive display systems to 
enhance communication in the classroom or meeting room. One 
feature that many find particularly fascinating is handwriting 
recognition. When you write by hand on the board, it gets 
automatically converted to a typed font!

You can also manipulate images on the screen. When emphasizing 
an object, it’s more impressive to draw a circle around it than to 
use a laser pen. Yes, laser pens are passé now, unless you’re a 
cat. To erase, simply wipe with your hand without any chalk or 
marker residue. Then save what’s on the screen and send it to 
your colleagues or students.

One of Sharp’s latest AQUOS BOARD models recently made 
waves in the industry. The 80” Class (80” diagonal) PN-L803C 
display was named by Tech & Learning as the “Best Edtech of 
InfoComm” at InfoComm 2015.

One of the reasons why the PN-L803C display won this distinction 
was Sharp’s original capacitive touch technology, which makes 
the interface so responsive that users feel like they are writing on 



a real whiteboard. Only intentional input from fingers and touch 
pens appear on the edge-to-edge glass display. This technology 
also achieves high sensitivity and precision by reducing the noise 
level to one-eighth that of conventional models.

Up to four people can write on the PN-L803C display at the same 
time with a finger or touch pen and it recognizes 10 touch points. 
Each pen boasts a thin 3.5 mm tip that makes it easier to add 
detailed notes that remain legible when printed.

This model also has multi-board function. Up to three PN-L803C 
displays can be connected and used to display sequential pages 

to be navigated by swiping sideways. Up to 50 mobile devices 
can be wirelessly connected to the PN-L803C display through 
Touch Display Link 2.0 software for paperless meetings.

When connected to a compatible Sharp MFP (multifunctional 
printer), scanned documents and color images can be shown 
on the PN-L803C display. For added convenience, image data 
shown onscreen, including notations, can be saved to a PC or 
sent directly to an MFP for printout. Sharp has many AQUOS 
BOARD display models to choose from, offering you the size and 
features needed. We invite you to:
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Watch our video explaining the basic features of this product line > 

Download a white paper that further explains the benefits of interactive display technology  >

View the Brochure for the PN-L803C AQUOS BOARD display > 

Read an article to learn about the three different types of AQUOS BOARD displays >

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cf7wGVFwsgE
http://marketing.sharpusa.com/rs/220-KYA-554/images/AQUOS_BOARD_Whitepaper_final.pdf?mkt_tok=3RkMMJWWfF9wsRokva3PZKXonjHpfsX54u8sXKG2lMI%2F0ER3fOvrPUfGjI4AT8JhI%2BSLDwEYGJlv6SgFSLLFMat527gIXhU%3D
http://marketing.sharpusa.com/rs/220-KYA-554/images/PN-L803C_Brochure.pdf
http://marketing.sharpusa.com/rs/220-KYA-554/images/Three_AQUOS_BOARD_Types.html

